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All questi,ons may be attempted, but only marks obtai,ned on the best fo:ur soluti,ons wi,ll

count.
The use of an electron'ic calculator i,s not permztted i'n thi,s erami'natzon'

1. (i) Replace the fbllowing by an equivalent forrnula which does not involve - or +;

l(va)Q@ e (!3r)- P(r)) - l]il-R(a) =+ -(3r)-P(r)l .

(ii) Let J , A -+ B be a mapping between sets .4, B. Explain what is meant by

saying that f \s i,njecti'ue; f rs surjecti,ue ; f rs i'nuertible'

Prove that if / is both injective and surjective then / is invertible.

In each case below decide whether the given mapping / is injective and also whether

/ is surjective; moreover, if / is bijective, give the explicit form of /-r:

(u) f :Z-+Z; f(r):4r-t7;
(b) ./'Q-+Q; f@):4r*I:
(c) /, C-+ C ; f(r) :4r2 +1.

2. Let e (r, s) be the basic m x m matrix given by e (r, s)U : dr;d"i where '5' denotes

the Kronecker delta. Describe in detail the elementary m x m matrices

(i) E(r, s; )) (, # s) ; (ii) A(r, )) () I 0) ; (iii) P(r, s) (' * ')
in terms of the basic matrices e(r, s).

Furthermore, show by a calculation that E(r, s;)) is invertible for r I s and write

down its inverse.

For the matrix A below, find A-l and express .4-l as a product of elementary

matrices; hence also express A as a product of elementary matrices.

A_

-1

-1

1 -1

-4

-2
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3. Let {rr,...,v,r} be a subset of a vector space V; explain rvhat is meant by saying

that the set {v1,...,v'} is linearly independent.

In each case below, decide with justification whether the given vectors are linearly

independent. If they are not, give an explicit dependence relation between them.

(a)

1

1

-1
1

1

1

-1
1

Explain what is meant by a spanning set

be a spanning set for V, and suppose

combination of the form

1
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-1

for a vector space V. LeI {tr,tr,...,vrr}
that u € V can be expressed as a linear
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(b)

,, : I ),.r,
r=7

with )1 I 0. Show that {u, Y2,...,vr,} is also a spanning set for V.

If {u1,..., ur} is a linearly independent set show that there exists a spanning set

{v'r,v'2,.. .,uL} in which vl : ur for 1 ( i < k.

4, Let V,W be vectorspaces overafieldF'and let T:V -+W beamapping; explain

what is meant by saying that ? rs linear.

When 7 is linear, explain what is meant by

(a) the kernel, Ker(?) and

(b) the image, Im(?).

State and prove a relationship which holds between dim Ker(Z) and dim Im(?).

LeI Tn: Qo -+ Qn be the linear mapping Ta(x) : Ax, where

Find (i) dim Ker(?.a) ; (ii) a basis for Ker(Tn) ; (iii) a basis for Im(Ta).

':( I l-i i li)
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5. (i) Let, o be a permutation of the set {1, . . . ,n} ; explain rvhat is meant by saying

that o is (u) a transposi.ti,on; (b) an adjacent transposi,t'ion.

Show that any transposition can be written as a product of an odd number of

adjacent transpositions.

Decompos. ": ( I l, tl f, in ', i, 3 i tf t; ': i? T )
into a product of disjoint cycles and hence compute sign(o) and ord(o).

(ii) Let P,r(R) be the vector space of polynomials of degree ( 11 over the field iR

and let D : Pn(R) -+ P,,(R) be the linear map given by differentiation. Write

down the least positive integer n for which D2" : 0 on 2t t (R)'

By factorisation of the formal expressions D2n -I, Dn - I or otherwise, show that

the mapping

Ds - D6 + D3 -r : Pn(R) + Ptr(R)

is invertible, and write down an expression for its inverse in terms of D. Hence find

the unique solution a € Pn(lR) to the differential equation

dsa d6o d3a 7 A__r__l! : -! -T'dre dr6 dr3

LeIT:(J -+V be alinear map between vector spaces U ,V, and let t: (el)t<,<,,

be a basis for U and O : (pi)r<i<- be a basis for 7. Explain what is meant by the

matrix *(T)t of ? taken *ith-iutpuct to t (on the left) and Q (on the right) and

prove that if S : V -+I,tr/ is also a linear map and V : (dr)rg*Ep is a basis f.ot W

then
m(s oT)X : m(s)!mQ)!.

Le,'={(i) (:) (l)'; @:r(-i ) ( i) (l)'
be bases for F3 and let ,S : F3 -| F3 be the mapping

'(i:) : ("' 
-::' 

?')
Write down (i) mQ)€, and (ii) nz(Id)$ , and hence find ,ng)$'
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